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Letter from the Editor

Welcome to the September 2021 issue of 
‘My Pet Matters’ - The monthly Newsletter
that brings you and your pet closer.

This month we feature how pets provided
unconditional love during lockdown, we bring
you the best dog-friendly summer breaks for
you based on your pup’s breed. We explain
why dogs need a routine for their walks and
we list 5 seasonal implications autumn can
have on your cat’s health and wellness.
Plus much much more!

Every month we bring you pet news,
interesting articles and features, what’s on,
handy tips, expert opinions and advice,
finance information, pet product promotions,
travel, art, fun and games and much more for
you to getting to know your pet better.

Plus there is our Charity of the Month. 
(See page 22 for details).

And why not receive future issues of ‘My Pet
Matters? It’s absolutely FREE! Just visit:
www.mypetmatters.co.uk and click on
‘Newsletter’.

I hope you enjoy reading ‘My Pet Matters’ and
wish you all the best for you and your furry
friends.

The Editor - My Pet Matters

My        MattersPet

PS. Do you have an interesting story about

you r pet? Or anything else you may want to

contribute to any of our topics? If so please

email us to: a rticles@mypetmatters.co.uk

and we may use it in a futu re issue!

My Pet Matters is a Newsletter published by Clearlight Media. Unit 1, Alton Road Industrial Estate, Ross-on-Wye HR9 5NB.
email: articles@mypetmatters.co.uk Web: www.mypetmatters.co.uk 3

Coronavirus (COVID-19): advice for people 
in England with animals

Advice for pet owners and livestock keepers on looking after
the welfare of animals during the coronavirus (COVID-19)
pandemic. This advice applies to England only.

You should stay alert and follow the current coronavirus
guidance at all times. This is national guidance. Check if there
are local restrictions in your area.

There is no evidence that:

• coronavirus is circulating in pets or other animals in the UK
• pets, other domestic animals or livestock can transmit the 
disease to humans

In line with general advice on coronavirus, you should wash your
hands before and after being around or handling animals or their
food. There is no evidence that you need to wash your pets to
control the spread of coronavirus. Never use household or
commercial cleaning products, disinfectants or antibacterial
wipes on pets.

If your animal needs vet treatment

If your animal needs treatment, phone the vet to arrange the best
way to meet their needs.

Dogs

If you have symptoms of coronavirus you should self-isolate at
home for 7 days, or 14 days as a household or support bubble.
You should arrange a test to find out if you have coronavirus.
If your dog cannot exercise at home, you should ask someone
outside of your household or support bubble to walk your dog
for you.

If you do not have symptoms of coronavirus

You may leave your house to walk your dog. You should stay 2
metres apart from anyone outside of your household or support
bubble, or one metre with risk mitigation where 2 metres is not
viable. An example of risk mitigation would be wearing a face
covering. You should consider that wearing a face covering may
inhibit communication with people who rely on lip reading, facial
expressions and clear sound.

When walking your dog in areas used by other people, you
should consider putting your dog on a lead to ensure you can
stay 2 metres away from others. You should wash your hands
before and after handling your dog.

If you’re walking dogs on behalf of someone not able to

You may walk a dog for someone who is unable to leave their
house because they are self-isolating or being shielded.
You should wash your hands before and after handling the dog
and keep 2 metres away from other people and animals,
including when handing over the dog to the owner.

Cats

You should wash your hands before and after any contact with
your cat.

Horses, livestock and other animals

If you have symptoms of coronavirus you should self-isolate at
home for 7 days, or 14 as a household or support bubble. 
You should arrange a test to find out if you have coronavirus.

If you have a horse that you don’t keep at home (for example,
you keep it in livery, a stables or on private land), you should not
visit it whilst you are self-isolating. You should contact your yard
manager or vet to make suitable animal welfare arrangements.
If you have livestock such as cattle, sheep, goats, pigs, poultry,
or any other types of livestock, you should arrange for someone
else who is not self-isolating to care for your animals.

Where this is not possible, you should ensure the basic needs
of your animals are met. You should wash your hands before and
after handling your animals and stay 2 metres away from other
people. If you’re too unwell to care for your animals and there is
no one to help, you should call your local authority.

If you do not have symptoms of coronavirus

You may:

• leave your house to provide care for your horse or livestock.
• ride your horse

You should stay 2 metres away from others. You should wash
your hands before and after contact with any animals.

If your horse needs attention from a farrier

If your horse requires attention from a farrier, you should phone
the farrier for advice to best meet your horse’s needs. You and
the farrier should stay 2 metres apart and wash your hands
before and after contact with the horse.

Contact

If you have any queries, email the APHA Customer Advice team
customeradvice@apha.gov.uk.

For commercial transporter enquiries, email the APHA Welfare
in Transport team WIT@apha.gov.uk.

CORONAVIRUS



The heart rate of animals increases rapidly when they have
aggressive encounters such as fights, and decreases during friendly
interactions such as grooming. For example, in greylag geese, the
mean heart rate during aggressive interactions increases from 84
bpm during rest to 157 bpm. Heart rate increases more when geese
are interacting with a more dominant opponent, showing that geese
are more emotionally aroused during a confrontation they’re more
likely to lose.

This might be simply explained by an increase in physical activity
during fights, except that we see the same effect in geese that are
merely observing events in their environment, for example when
they’re watching other geese fighting. This heart rate increase
reflects emotional arousal, not physical activity.

Most remarkably, my research has shown that geese’s heart rate
increased more when their partner or a family member was involved
in aggressive encounters, compared to unrelated individuals. 
This suggests that greylag geese are capable of what’s called
emotional contagion - when an individual is affected by the emotions
of other individuals.

A similar effect has even been observed in dogs and their owners. 
A study found that heart rate in dogs increases when it increases in
their owners, and that this effect was stronger the longer the human
had owned the dog. This suggests that their emotional states
are synchronised, despite belonging to different species.

Heart rate also provides insights into the cognitive abilities of
animals. Chimpanzees, for example, have different mean heart rates,
depending on whether they’re shown pictures of aggressive, friendly
or unfamiliar chimps. This suggests that they recognise different
emotional expressions. Other studies have found that a number of
species - for example goats, horses, cattle and European starlings -
show increased heart rate when engaging in a learning task,
revealing that they’re emotionally aroused by the task.

Heart rate is a particularly revealing measure when animals don’t
express their emotions through any behavioural response. 
American black bears, for instance, don’t behave differently when
drones are flying over them. But scientists have found the presence
of a drone does increase their heart rate, which shows that the bears
are disturbed - even if they’re not showing it.

And that’s the key reason why monitoring animal heart rates can
help improve their welfare: by showing us when they’re stressed.
This could help pet owners to understand when certain situations
stress their pets, and what they can do to reduce it.

We know for instance that many pet dogs are stressed by fireworks.
Heart rate studies have found that the presence of the dog’s
owner helps offset some of this stress. We’re less aware that cats,
according to one study, actually feel more stressed when they’re
stroked. By looking at cats’ heart rates, we could understand which
types of strokes they’re most and least fond of.

In kennelled dogs, meanwhile, a study has shown that auditory and
olfactory stimulation (playing music and smelling lavender)
decreased their heart rate, indicating stress reduction. The same
could be true of animals in zoos. And developing an understanding
of how wild animals like black bears react to human disturbances
could help us to minimise the effect of human activity on wildlife.

Although heart rate allows us to quantify the level of emotional
arousal in animals, it doesn’t provide information about whether this
emotional arousal is received as positive or negative. We can only
assume that a fight is perceived negatively, and courtship positively.

Still, we can use heart rate as a measure to understand how excited
our pets are in certain situations. We can learn how they feel about
different styles of music or different flavours of food. Given that
owners appear to accrue cardiovascular benefits from their pets -
in reduced blood pressure, for example - we owe it to our animals,
and those in the wild, to listen to their hearts, helping foster a more
compassionate relationship between humans and animals.

(Story source: Inews)

At this age, they would not be able to survive on their own, which is
why the person who found them rushed the kittens to Battersea to
be checked over by their expert clinic team.

Once vets established the very hungry kittens were otherwise
healthy, Battersea’s head nurse Rachel volunteered to take the litter
home with her, where both she and her Battersea dog, Bertie, could
keep a close eye on them.

Rachel spoke to TeamDogs saying, 'I’m incredibly proud of Bertie
for the way he has cared for the kittens over the last few weeks. 
At less than two years old, he’s barely an adult himself, but you
wouldn’t think it when you see how incredibly patient and nurturing
he has been.

'These kittens have certainly been a handful, from the early days
when they needed bottle feeding round the clock, to when they first
discovered the joys of climbing.

'Not only has Bertie helped the kittens become confident, sociable
little cats, he’s also kept me entertained.'

Kittens would usually spend the first eight weeks of their lives with
their mother, as she will need to feed them and teach them survival
skills until they are ready to fend for themselves.

If a motherless kitten is brought to Battersea during these crucial
first few weeks of development, a foster carer will take on the role
of mum including regular bottle feeds and help with toileting.

Once they are old enough to feed and care for themselves, they will
be taken to one of the charity’s catteries until a new permanent home
has been found.

Rachel added: 'Hand rearing kittens is such a wonderfully rewarding
experience. You get to help them grow from tiny defenceless babies
into unique characters ready for a loving home.

'I was sad to see them go, but I can take comfort in knowing that
Bertie and I helped give them the best start in life. I suspect Bertie
may also have been enjoying the peace and quiet once his young
charges had gone. He’d certainly earned it!”'

While all of the kittens have now gone to new homes you can find
out more about other cats still looking for a home on the Battersea
website.

(Story source: Daily Star)
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Inews reports that it’s not only humans who feel emotions. In his
1872 book, The Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals,
Charles Darwin described a range of “innate” and “evolved”
emotions in dogs, cats, chimpanzees, swans and other non-human
animals.

But animals can’t verbally report their emotions, and humans often
misread how an animal’s feeling, which can lead us to make them
feel worse despite the best of intentions. That’s because we tend
to anthropomorphise animals, seeing in them human expressions
and emotions which cloud our understanding of how they’re really
feeling. Learning how animals perceive emotions is important.
Understanding what makes them stressed or unhappy can inform
how we approach animal welfare in zoos, sea life centres and farms,
as well as helping us treat our pets with more compassion.

Perhaps poetically, researchers have turned to animals’ hearts to
learn more about their emotions, as detailed in my recent paper. By
measuring how animal heart rates fluctuate in response to different
situations, we’re getting closer to understanding how and when
animals feel.

In both humans and animals, an increase in emotional arousal from
low to high can be quantified by an increase in heart rate, measured
in beats per minute (bpm). Taking these measurements - with
wearable heart rate belts, implanted transmitters or artificial eggs -
provides a rare window into the emotional worlds of animals.

The Daily Star reports that a caring rescue dog is melting hearts
after raising seven motherless kittens for the past few weeks.

Loving Labrador Bertie was a former resident of the animal rescue
charity Battersea. When the kittens were brought home, he
instinctively adopted them like one of his own and started taking
care of them.

The stray kittens were only about two weeks old when they were
found off the side of the road, with no mother in sight.

We can make our pets
happier by listening to
their heart rates in order
to understand their
emotions
Understanding what makes them stressed 
or unhappy can inform how we approach
animal welfare in zoos, sea life centres and
farms, as well as helping us treat our pets
with more compassion.

Loving rescue Labrador
raises seven motherless
kittens like they are his
own
The one year old Labrador Bertie instinctively
adopted the abandoned and helpless kittens
when they were brought to his home and
started giving the love and care.

Do you have a n interesting story about your pet? 

If so please email us to: articles@mypetmatters.co.uk

STAY SAFE
WITH YOUR PET
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Inews reports that could a single innovation really help clean up dog
mess, solve puppy thefts and enlighten owners about their canine’s
health and heritage? DNA testing is, according to its advocates, the
new frontier in protecting pets and prosecuting wayward owners. 
At the same time, the fervour for genealogy that has swept Britain’s
humans in recent years is now spreading to man’s best friend, with
dog-lovers getting DNA home-testing kits to find out more about
their animals’ traits and ancestry.

The Dogs (DNA Databases) Bill is currently going through
Parliament. It was initiated by the Conservative MP Andrew Griffith,
who explained to the Commons last month that it seeks to create “a
national register of doggy DNA as a more secure, more humane and
better long-term alternative to microchipping”, which is already
compulsory. He believes that it would be superior because chips can
cause suffering if inserted incorrectly and can be cut out by thieves.
The DNA process, on the other hand, only involves a simple swab
inside the dog’s mouth.

It could also help to trace owners of out-of-control dogs, estimated
to kill about 15,000 farm animals a year. And supporters for the
change in the law argue that the database could offer a priceless
data pool to track canine genetic diseases. The Private Members’
Bill is only at the start of its parliamentary passage, having had its
first reading in the Commons. Its second is not scheduled until
March next year.

Beopeo reports that those who still watch the original “Rocky” film
on a regular basis probably remember the part where the titular
pugilist purchases turtles from a pet store. Those who are looking
to refresh their memory can check out the scene for themselves.
Can you believe that Stallone still owns both of them?

That’s right. Our pals Cuff and Link are still very much alive and well.
This is not a new revelation to those who pay attention to the actor’s
Instagram page. He posted a photo of the turtles during the shoot
for Creed 2. We are proud to report that they are still in his
possessions and he loves them very much. While you may not
follow Stallone on Instagram, this Reddit post is here to spread the
word.

We are so glad to see that these turtles are being taken care of by
none other than Rocky himself. It is something out of the movies,
isn’t it? His compassion and dedication to the well being of the
turtles is just marvelous. It reminds us of the level of dedication that
Mike Tyson has towards his pigeons. These turtles even got some
screen time in Creed 2.

The Reddit thread that broke out in tribute to these turtles is too
adorable for words. Social media is well known for its snark.
However, even Reddit was not able to put on a brave front for this
story. There is something about tough guys with pets that touches
the hearts of everyone. It makes these types of actors so much
easier to relate to.

We all have soft spots, right? While we never would have predicted
that he would still own these turtles after all these years, we are
psyched to see them so happy together. Turtles are fun pets for a
wide range of reasons. First of all, they live for a very long time.
Secondly, they live so long that their owners are very rarely forced
to watch them die.

Metro reports that English spaniel Alfie and Labrador AJ are being
recognised for their ‘exemplary careers’, which involved helping to
locate arms, ammunition and explosives. The military dogs served
in Number 4 RAF Police (Typhoon) Squadron for six years, and have
now received the PDSA Order of Merit for their contributions to
society. The pair, who operated in dangerous environments for most
of their careers, have now retired. Alfie and AJ were described as
being the best in their field for the number of search hours, searches
and operational finds.

Provost Marshal (RAF), Group Captain David Wilkinson said: ‘Alfie
and AJ were truly outstanding members of the team, performing
impeccably during their careers. ‘They regularly worked in
challenging and dangerous situations but never faltering in their
duty. They are a credit to the Royal Air Force. ‘To have their actions
recognised in this way is truly fantastic and I am immensely proud
of everything they both achieved.’ The award was introduced in 2014
and has seen 32 animals - including horses and dogs - recognised
for their contribution to society or devotion to their owners. ‘It is
with great pride that we award Alfie and AJ the PDSA Order of Merit
today,’ Jan McLoughlin, director general of the UK veterinary charity
PDSA, said. ‘They have both had exemplary careers, playing a pivotal
role in the vital work of the RAF Squadron and providing outstanding
service to society. ‘Through the PDSA Animal Awards programme
we seek to raise the status of animals in society and honour the
incredible contribution they make to our lives. ‘Alfie and AJ’s
extraordinary work warrants the highest recognition, making them
worthy recipients of the PDSA Order of Merit.’

(Story source: Metro)

Dog DNA register could
tackle dog thefts and also
trace owners who don’t
clean up after their
pooches
Conservative MP Andrew Griffith explained 
to the Commons that it seeks to create “a
national register of doggy DNA as a more
secure, more humane and better long-term
alternative to microchipping”.

Sylvester Stallone 
kept the two turtles 
from Rocky - and they’re
now 44
This is one of the most adorable stories that
we have come across in some time.

Bomb-sniffing dogs
awarded animal OBEs
after years working in
RAF
Two RAF Police dogs have been awarded the
animal version of OBEs.

But elsewhere, the technology is already being used to combat dog
fouling. Last month, an amendment to municipal bylaws was passed
in Tel Aviv in Israel that will compel residents to register DNA from
their hounds with the council.

This will enable inspectors to test samples from the estimated 500kg
of dog waste left on the city’s streets every month. A fine will be sent
in the post, and owners will also be charged for the cost of testing.
A 2016 trial held by one London local authority - aptly, Barking and
Dagenham - made anyone walking their dog in the areas subject to
public space protection orders having to pay £30 for a DNA swab.
The pilot drove down the problem by over 60 per cent once those
who were failing to scoop their poop realised they could be traced.

Genetic material also has the potential to help tackle thefts - which
have surged by a fifth in the past year following a boom in demand
for puppies during the pandemic. Official figures revealed last week
that police solved just 2 per cent of dognappings in 2020.

In June, the Gloucestershire force made headlines after developing
what is believed to be the first dog DNA database to be held by any
police service in the world, to deter and catch thieves. Officers have
been inviting owners to use a £74.99 mouth swab kit on their pets,
which allows the DNA of a dog suspected of being stolen to be
checked against the database to see if it has been flagged as missing.
It could also be used to catch criminals - if incriminating DNA is
found on them or their belongings.

At the same time, increasing numbers of people are getting their
dogs’ genetic code examined to understand more about them,
including their susceptibility to certain diseases. One of the leading
companies, Wisdom Panel, says it has tested more than 2.5 million
dogs in more than 50 countries. According to one data analyst,
millennials delaying childbearing are a key group fuelling the sector.

But Bill Lambert, of the Kennel Club, said: “My advice would be that
they give a probabilistic result and they shouldn’t be relied upon to
give accurate information. All it is doing is demonstrating how
closely it matches a lot of DNA samples they’ve got on record. So
they’re not perhaps as scientific as some people are led to believe.”
In 2018, three scientists warned in the journal Nature that neither
the tests’ “accuracy nor their ability to predict health outcomes has
been validated”, adding: “Pet genetics must be reined in.”

They cited one case where a family’s test on their pug revealed it
carried a mutation linked to a neurodegenerative condition similar
to motor neurone disease. They chose to have her put to sleep.
However, figures suggests that only one in 100 dogs with the
mutation will actually develop the disease.

Lambert does not anticipate DNA sampling overtaking microchipping
in the near future because of the amount of time it takes to get
results, but he can foresee a time when a breathalyser-style device
is able to give immediate readings. Would the same privacy and civil
liberties concerns around human DNA databases apply to dogs? 
“I think that’s unlikely,” he says, “because at the moment it is
compulsory for people to microchip their dogs anyway.” Griffith
agrees. “If there is a canine libertarian movement,” he told the
Commons, “that pass has already been sold.”

(Story source: Inews)

We are willing to bet that Cuff and Link will be able to outlive their
famous owner. In case you were wondering, the Bull mastiff that
played a role in the first two Rocky films is also residing with the
turtles. This is one happy family that we would love to see more of.
Maybe when the Creed franchise runs its course, they can all start
their very own sitcom.

(Story source: Beopeo)



Coupled with the natural behavioural changes that the cooler
weather brings, autumn and the lead-in to winter has other
implications for cat health and wellness, and brings some hazards
with it along with those darker nights. This article will tell you more
about five seasonal implications that autumn can have on the health
and wellness of cats, and the care considerations that come with
them. Read on to learn more about autumn cat care and safety.

Cooler weather can cause flare-ups of
arthritis in older cats

First-time diagnoses of arthritis in cats occur more commonly in
autumn and winter than at other times of the year, as cooler
weather can have an acute impact on joint conditions such as
these and mean that such conditions become symptomatic for
the first time when the weather starts to cool off.
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If you notice that your cat appears stiff, has problems getting up
and down, is less mobile than normal, or appears to be in
discomfort or even just a little quiet for no good reason, this is
something to bear in mind. 

Cats are very good at masking pain, so by the time you spot
something that seems a bit unusual or feel that your cat appears
to be becoming less mobile, the situation has probably been in
the making for some time already.

Keep an eye on your cat’s mobility and general comfort as the
weather gets cooler, and get them checked out by your vet if you
think they might be developing arthritis or another joint disorder.

Be alert to the risks of antifreeze poisoning

Antifreeze is highly toxic to dogs and cats, and unlike most other
serious toxins it also has a palatable taste, which means that how
you store and use antifreeze for your car or other things should
be undertaken with safety in mind.

Antifreeze is also sometimes used as part of road gritting and
clearing paths in icy weather, so take care if you use such
products on your own paths or driveway and pick one that
doesn’t have a chemical element to it to ensure that it is safe for
your cat.

Take care when you start your car; cats
sometimes seek out engine warmth 

The engine block of your car is very warm after a journey of any
length, and under the bonnet of your car provides shelter from
the elements too.

Cats will quite commonly climb under cars and into the space
around the engine if they’re cold to keep warm for a while, but
this of course spells disaster if someone then starts the car while
a cat is still in situ.

Generally, the movement and sound of someone getting into a
car will suffice to cause any cat that’s taking a nap there to move
on, but it is wise to get into the habit of knocking sharply on the
bonnet before you get in, and waiting a few seconds just to make
sure there isn’t a cat on their way out before you start the engine.

Your cat might eat more and exercise less 

As the weather gets cooler, cats tend to eat more and go out or
exercise less to preserve body weight for the winter to come.
This is an evolutionary trait to help them to survive the colder
months of the year, which still manifests today in our domestic
cats, despite the fact that this is far less of a problem for them in
reality!

Don’t be surprised then if you find yourself filling your cat’s food
bowl up more often in the winter, and they are also likely to gain
a little winter weight, which they will then usually lose over the
spring when they become more active once more.

Fireworks on bonfire night and over
Christmas and New Year can be very
distressing for cats 

Finally, bonfire night rarely means one night of fireworks, and
bonfire night, Halloween, and then Christmas and New Year all
tend to mean that fireworks might be let off without warning all
over the country.

Cats tend to find this frightening and distressing, and so it is best
to keep them inside on nights when you know this is likely to
happen, and provide them with a hidey hole to wait things out in
to help them to feel safe and secure.

Close windows and curtains too, and play some music to lessen
the impact of the noise from outside. Also, be really careful if you
need to open your front door to make sure that a cat who is
scared of fireworks doesn’t bolt off and get lost.

(Article source: Pets 4 Homes)

8

Cat care: 5 seasonal implications
autumn can have on your cat’s
health and wellness
With autumn just around the corner, the cooler weather and shorter
days tends to have an impact on all of us to an extent, and the changing
of the seasons also causes changes in our cats. 
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When the first lockdown eased, I took Dolly along on one of the
first in-person dates I had with my girlfriend. I still believe that if
I hadn’t had such a sweet dog in my dating profile, we wouldn’t
have got together! 

Freya McMurray, 20, apprentice solicitor, south-west London

‘My daughters looked forward to finishing the
day with the chickens on their lap’

To raise funds, our local farm and visitor attraction was offering
the opportunity to foster young chicks during the first lockdown.
In early June, desperate for something new, uplifting and a little
educational for our daughters, we took home two young
bantams. It had never crossed my mind to keep chickens, but
they charmed us so much as a family that when the time came
to return them to the farm, we just couldn’t do it - the farm agreed
to sell them to us so they are now permanent members of the
family.

The chickens motivated us to spend time in the garden every day,
and the girls looked forward to finishing the day with the chickens
on their laps, stroking them and giving them corn. After all these
months, looking after the chickens continues to give me a reason
to be out in the fresh air. The arrival of the first egg caused
considerable excitement and it was great to be able to re-engage
the girls by getting them to check the nestbox every day.

Had I known we would end up having to house them indoors
(their very own lockdown), thanks to bird flu regulations, I might
have thought twice about keeping them but, much like the rest
of us, they seem pretty resigned to lockdown life - they just seem
to expect snacks about 400 times a day, much like my children. 

Sarah Dove, 38, Basingstoke

‘If you’ve never experienced the vibrations 
of a happy cat purring, you haven’t lived’

I already had a rescue cat, Winston, who is six years old. I noticed
he seemed lonely - he would call to outdoor cats when sitting on
the window ledges. Then a few weeks ago, a friend spotted an
advert for a four-month-old kitten that needed a home so I took
him in. It was a bit of a shock for Winston to be chased around
the house by a little scrap like Dizzee. Living alone with health
problems has its challenges, and it may seem crazy to give
myself more work, but the cats get me out of bed in the morning,
make me laugh out loud and warm my heart. If you’ve never
experienced the vibrations of a happy, grateful cat purring, you
haven’t lived.

Being responsible for other living beings doesn’t need to stop
just because of ill health and old age. The joy and laughter they
bring makes the physical effort of cleaning up after them all worth
it. I know I’m needed and wanted and not forgotten.

Fran Eyre, 71, Derby

‘It’s hard to feel cross with the world when
you have a sleeping puppy on your chest’
(pictured top left)

Last March, when lockdown was announced, I had just gone
back to work after being signed off with depression the previous
November. I was still feeling fragile and apprehensive so
lockdown gave me more time to get better. 

At the beginning of April, my eldest son showed the family a
video of a litter of cockapoo puppies that his friend’s dog had
just had. We already had an old labrador but had spoken about
getting another dog. 

It took us about 20 minutes to agree we wanted one. All of us
had a different name we wanted to give him, but when a Bob
Marley song was playing and somebody suggested Sheriff (as
in I Shot the Sheriff), it stuck.

Sheriff, true to his name, waltzed into our home as if he owned
it. He terrorised our poor old dog, stole socks, chewed up both
pairs of my wife’s glasses as well as all the flowers in the garden,
but was super-affectionate and loved a cuddle. My two boys were
17 and 15 when lockdown began. 

They tended to mooch about with their AirPods permanently
glued in their ears, making conversation or interaction almost
impossible. Getting a puppy lifted their mood like a sunburst; it’s
hard to feel cross with the world when you have a sleeping puppy
on your chest.

Continued on pages 12-13…

‘Our neighbours’ children call her Window
Doggy’

My parents collected our puppy, Dolly, in late February and by
mid-March we were locked down with her – and she has eased
our anxiety a huge amount. My brother and I were suddenly cut
off from our active social lives and team sports, and having Dolly
around made the loss of outside activity much more palatable.

The effect Dolly has on the people around us is what I’ve noticed
most. During clap for carers, people would point and swoon over
the tiny little puppy, and make an effort to bring their children
over to wave at a distance. Those small children still walk past
our house to watch Dolly in her favourite spot on the back of the
sofa near the windowsill. 

The daughter from the house opposite has affectionately dubbed
her “window doggy” - they can’t believe the size of the puppy
who was once small enough to hold in one hand.

'Our rescue cat rescued us': How
pets provided unconditional love 
in lockdown
As the pandemic continues, people celebrate the animals that helped
them navigate a difficult 12 months - from dogs to guinea pigs to cows.
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‘After Mum died, the cat and I cried all the
way down the M5’

My mum died at the start of March 2020, just prior to the first
lockdown, and we couldn’t find a home for her cat. 
Despite wanting a cat for years, I’d always put it off as I’m not
usually home for most of the day, enjoy my furniture unclawed
and live in a built-up area. However, I couldn’t bear the thought
of leaving her at a shelter. So, despite my reservations, I took
Dusty home. As the cat and I cried the entire way down the M5,
I promised her that nobody would ever leave her again and that
I would always look after her. She’s the best decision I’ve made
in a long time.

I once thought Dusty was the only cat I couldn’t get along with,
but I’ve since found that she loves nothing more than being close
to me - and me working from home in the pandemic has really
worked in her favour. She’s like a little stress-seeking missile,
always arriving when my cortisol level starts to rise. This more
than makes up for the claw marks in my beloved sofa and bi-
monthly vomit attacks.

Dusty has definitely been a source of comfort and amusement -
she’s always doing something to make me laugh and manages
to cheer me up when I’m feeling depressed. Having someone
who needs you to function in order to be able to look after them
helps to provide a sense of structure to the day and motivation
to “get on with it”. She’s also helped enhance the relationship
between my dad and me by providing a regular talking point,
which is lovely. With 2020/21 being the gift that keeps on giving,
I anticipate her being a much-needed source of company when
my now ex-boyfriend moves out, too.

Liz, 34, Exeter

‘A beast with horns isn’t everyone’s cup 
of tea, but they make me smile’
(pictured top left)

I love cows and always wanted one. When my wife, Lisa, and I
relocated to Aberdeenshire we found a house we loved that also
had a hectare of land with it. On Christmas Eve 2019, I was told
to put my wellies on and go outside. 

There she was, a four-month-old highland cow with a big red
bow around her neck, being walked down the track to our house
- a gift from Lisa. We called her Tiree.

Cows are very sociable animals and, after a few months, we
realised that Tiree was looking a bit lonely, so we bought her half-
sister, Cava, during the first few weeks of lockdown. These really
are pet cows as the family is all vegetarian.

Cows are very good-natured and friendly souls - inquisitive and
intelligent. If you put something in the field, they’re all over it.
We had a lot of snow last month and my son Sol, who is 10, built
an igloo with me. Within minutes, the cows were there, digging
their horns in it like bulldozers. They love being stroked and
rubbed under the chin; if they’re lying down and having a siesta,
you can go and lie down with them.

They’ve helped us immensely during lockdown - they’re so
wonderful to look at and to be around, they really are like therapy
cows. I guess that a quarter-tonne beast with horns isn’t
everyone’s cup of tea, and you definitely wouldn’t let them play
on the furniture, but they make me smile. They have a long
lifespan - about 20 or 30 years, so I hope they’ll be my retirement
pals as well.

The cows are very photogenic, too, and friends and family
demand updates if we go too long without sending them pictures.
Grass is getting low in the field now but it’s worth it. It’s very
funny to be summoned with a deep lowing first thing in the
morning. 

Bill Chilton, 47, Aberdeenshire

‘Bozo is old, often sick and has poor bladder
control but we can’t imagine life without
him’

In early March last year, we went to our son’s one morning to do
our weekly childcare for our grandchildren. We usually arrive to
find sleepy children eating cereal in a trance, but on that day,
there was tension. Our son rushed out, late to work (he’s a
primary school headteacher) and our daughter-in-law was in no
mood for niceties. As well as the three children, she was dealing
with their old cat, who had eaten too quickly and been sick on
the sofa for the third time that week. “Do you want us to take him
for a couple of weeks?” we said.

Almost a year later, we still have Bozo - a large black-and-white
14-year-old mog - and we really can’t imagine life without him.
He is often sick, his bladder control isn’t perfect and he has
disgraced himself on a couple of occasions - we’ve had to wash
duvet covers and cushions. 

Continued on pages 14-15…

In September, my eldest son and his girlfriend - who was living
with us - contracted Covid-19. We made them isolate in their
room as much as possible. One afternoon, I began to feel some
discomfort in my big toe - the pain got worse and my foot turned
red and black. I had no idea “Covid toe” was a thing until I looked
it up, but Sheriff had already noticed; he’d sniffed my toe and
given it a lick much earlier in the evening as if to say: 
‘Don’t worry, it will be OK.’ By the next day, the pain had receded.

Sheriff has reminded us that, like the cliche, life is best lived in
the moment: eat, sleep, steal a sock, repeat.

Graham Smith, 48, Southwick, West Sussex

‘We rescued him but in the end I think he
rescued us’

We sadly lost Mick, my husband and our daughter Freya’s father,
to Covid-19 in April. We were devastated and isolated in
lockdown. Mick was a huge, larger-than-life character who was
always laughing - our house just felt so empty without him. 
We decided to get a rescue cat as a bit of a distraction from our
grief and found Milo at a rescue centre in south Wales. When we
got there, we discovered he was the only cat there, surrounded
by lots of barking dogs. We decided to adopt him on the spot
and took him straight home.

We didn’t think you could train a cat, but Milo has turned out to
be very clever and will sit for treats and give his paw on
command. He really loves his food and is very vocal when he
thinks it’s time to eat: no one told him about the clocks going
back so he still thinks breakfast time is 4am.

Milo has certainly kept us entertained and amused during
lockdown. He’s been great company and it’s been wonderful to
have another energy in the house. He has melted our hearts and
gets lots of hugs and attention. Even though we rescued him in
the first place, somehow I think it was really him who rescued
us.

Annie and Freya Lawrie, Brecon
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‘The guinea pigs get me out for walks,
collecting leaves for them to eat’
(pictured left)

Lockdown hit me pretty hard at first. I am no stranger to
depression, but before coronavirus, I had created a lifestyle that
worked well for me, with plenty of activities that involved being
with other people: playing chamber music, playreading, going to
see films and concerts. Suddenly, I was cut off from all that.

For the few years before lockdown, I had been a long-distance
carer for my father, who lived alone in Cambridge. Sadly he died
last March (of old age, at nearly 95), but I was relieved that he
didn’t have to live through this weird era, and I haven’t had to
worry about him being exposed to the virus. The pandemic
meant that what should have been a carefree time to travel and
see distant family and friends has instead been lockdown - and
the knowledge hanging over me that there is a house waiting to
be cleared and difficult decisions about how to honour my
father’s memory.

Then a glimmer of an idea popped into my mind: I had two guinea
pigs about 10 years ago, so why not get some again? 
I collected Sable and Snowdrop on the longest day of 2020. 
They have helped me hugely: just having two little living beings
around, having a reason to speak aloud, hearing them rustling
about, squeaking when they hear the fridge door open, having
one on my lap while I watch yet another film on my computer. 
It gives me a real purpose to think about their needs, going for
walks in places where I can gather grass, leaves and dandelions
for them to eat.

I’m in danger of being a guinea pig bore, as phone calls are often
punctuated with a chuckle and a report on their latest antics, and
of course my iPad is filling up with photos and videos. My social
life also improved as friends came round, when rules permitted,
for suitably distanced admiration sessions, too.

Helen Nicolson, 72, Manchester

‘He is the only living creature I’m allowed 
to hug’

I live alone and, due to having Crohn’s disease, I am
immunosuppressed. When the first lockdown happened I
realised that, potentially, months lay ahead with nobody to hug
and I could feel my oxytocin levels slipping away to critical. And
so I decided, cat-pe diem - I bit the bullet and got myself a furry
housemate. Freddie moved in at 10 weeks old, and instantly I
had a warm, fluffy, purring distraction from the pandemic, my
illness and a recent breakup. I loved waking up to him greeting
me at my living room door with squeaky miaows at breakfast
time.

I’ve suffered from insomnia on and off for 20 years, but suddenly
I had a reason to keep to a better schedule (cats, like dogs, like
routine) and for the first time in a while, I slept like a log and
woke up like clockwork every morning. I get up, put out his
breakfast, he eats half, then trots over to me and hops on my
knee. I give him a cuddle and a scratch behind the ears then I
plonk him down in front of his food to finish his breakfast. It is
wonderfully relaxing. He is a confident, affectionate and
boisterous little chap - I had to have surgery two weeks ago and
when I was recovering at home his sympathy levels towards me
were pretty much nonexistent as he still wanted to climb on me.

Even though I am in a support bubble, he is still the only creature
I’m allowed to hug and I wouldn’t be without him now.

Anna, 37, Belfast

‘My ex-husband hates cats so having one is 
a celebration of being my own person again’

My two children, 16 and 11, and I adopted Kitty, a 14-year-old
cat, during the first lockdown. I had just gone through a difficult
divorce, so adopting Kitty was partly a celebration of being my
own person again - my ex-husband hates cats!

I’m surprised at how attached I have become to Kitty. I suffer
from complex PTSD and she helps me with my anxiety and gives
me a reason to get up and keep going - she doesn’t care if there’s
a pandemic, she just wants food and strokes. She’s a constant
source of unconditional love. 

Kitty came to us with a history of stomach issues, which have
resulted in some toileting accidents on my yoga mat - she has
commandeered it as her own. But despite her habits - and my
having to buy a new yoga mat -she has become an indispensable
part of our family. She has a wonderfully disdainful personality,
which is perfect for my lockdown mood. 

Sarah Mo, 51, London

(Article source: The Guardian)

During the lovely summer, he would sleep out in the garden and
we would check on him through the night. Now with the colder
weather, he loves the underfloor heating and doesn’t move for
hours at a time. We bought him an electric blanket (a small
heated pad intended for reptiles) for Christmas, and it’s a hit.

Our grandkids have decided that as much as they miss Bozo, we
need him more than they do: with no visiting or entertaining
friends or family, our life has shrunk. But we send them lots of
pictures. He is a real living thing that needs us, too, and we love
having him in our retirement home. 

Maureen and Roger Knowles, in their 70s, Bristol

‘We have a purpose to get up every day and
go out, regardless of the weather’

My son is an only child and, at the start of lockdown, he was
struggling a lot. He’s an extrovert and loves being around his
friends, aunties, grandparents - sometimes his boring old mum
and dad are just not fun enough. It was breaking my heart.

My girlfriend is a nurse, so was pretty sure that Covid was going
to be around for a while. We didn’t want our son to continue to
be so lonely, so decided the time was finally right to get a dog.

Wooders, our little pup, has been a revelation in the family. Not
only has he helped with my son, keeping him busy with a “mate”
that is always delighted to see him, it’s helped me and my
girlfriend, too. 

Wooders has given me a purpose when I’ve been on and off
furlough in my job as a bartender. Walking him has been keeping
me fit, and has really helped with my mental health. Before we
got Wooders, I was finding myself slipping into a very bad habit
of laziness, getting up late, not going to bed at a reasonable time,
and allowing my son to fall into those traps, too. Wooders has
brought in a routine. We need to be up at certain times, we need
to take him for a walk three times a day, regardless of the
weather. 

Even the social side of having a dog is something I never
expected, as I’ve never had one before. I feel part of the
community for the first time since having moved to the area -
you begin to develop friendships with the walkers you see every
day. The only problem was the barking, for which I profusely
apologise to my neighbours, but I’ve booked some online
tutorials to train him out of chasing every leaf that blows past
the window. 

John Thoo, 24, Liverpool
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The Guardian reports that a new offence of “pet abduction” is being
drawn up to tackle a rise in dognapping since the start of the first
lockdown last year. This is the primary recommendation from the
government’s pet theft task force, which was launched following
soaring cases of stolen pets.

As demand for pets grew with people forced to spend more time at
home during the pandemic, the cost of dogs and cats rose sharply,
and soon organised crime groups were coordinating pet thefts to
exploit the inflated prices.

Ministers were thought to be considering incorporating a new
offence of pet theft into the existing theft act, but rejected the idea
after concluding that animals shouldn’t be valued in the same way
as property, and that the existing offence was inadequate for
prosecuting pet thieves.

Government sources say the new offence would acknowledge the
“sentience of animals” and, factoring in the loss to the owner along
with the welfare of the animal, would carry tougher sentences.

The source added: “Instead of making a tokenistic change to the
law, we have been listening to charities, breeders and the police to
get a better understanding of what we need to do to tackle this awful
crime.

“Part of the package will be a new offence to better reflect the fact
that for most people, pets are not just property, and having one
stolen is traumatic for both the owner and the pet. A purpose-made
new offence will do this and mean those who steal pets will face
tougher sentences than they do at the moment.”

Metro reports that from short-lived flings to long-term
commitments, the dating app can connect kindred spirits.
And now, a German animal shelter is using it to find forever homes
for abandoned cats and dogs.

The Munich Animal Welfare Association has been posting profiles
of prospective pets on the popular dating app, in the hope that
humans looking for love may also be seeking an animal companion.

The refuge enlisted the help of an advertising agency to shoot
portraits and set up profiles for 15 animals. Jillian Moss from the
animal shelter said the reaction has been outstanding.

‘The response is insane,’ she said. ‘It’s exploding everywhere.
‘We had, in fact, several calls already from people saying they saw
such and such on Tinder. We are now conducting preliminary talks
and we’ll then invite people.’

Jillian noted the shelter wanted to try something creative to appeal
to a younger audience.

‘Quite simply, it’s fun,’ she said. ‘We thought we’d join younger
people - sure, there are older ones on Tinder too - to follow a trend.
This is something new, something creative which we definitely
support.’

Meanwhile, Benjamin Beilke, who works for the marketing agency
involved in the campaign, said he hopes each unique pet will find
its human soulmate.

‘We purposely did not take the cutest, tiniest, newborn kittens but
animals that have some sort of history,’ he explained. ‘I hope that
these animals really find a new partner, a ‘purrfect match’ in the long
term and not just for a few weeks.

‘Other than that, it was important to us to highlight that there aren’t
only lonely souls among humans, but there are also a lot of lonely
souls among animals too.’

(Story source: Metro)

The Guardian reports that the past year has seen a large increase
in the number of people returning adopted pets to shelters in
Victoria, some after only hours with their new animal.

The number of people returning adopted pets to the Lost Dogs Home
in Victoria has surged by 67% in the past year.

Dog theft law gets 
more bite with new 
‘pet abduction’ offence
Ministers say new crime will carry tougher
sentences following rise in dognapping as
pet ownership soared in lockdown. Animal shelter uses

Tinder to match pets 
with their forever homes
Tinder has brought many a couple together.

‘It’s not a photo
opportunity’: 
adopting a pet is hard
work, Victorian shelters
warn as returns surge
New owners urged to reach out for help
instead of giving up - or consider fostering
first.

Campaigners have repeatedly complained that those who are caught
stealing dogs are often given only a small fine or suspended
sentence.

The measure is likely to be added to the police, crime, sentencing
and courts bill, which is currently going through Parliament. Home
secretary Priti Patel recently called pet theft “absolutely shocking”.

The pet theft task force - made up of government officials, police
and campaign groups - is finalising its report, which is expected to
be published in the next few weeks.

The proposed offence is also aimed at increasing the number of
successful prosecutions. According to campaign group Pet Theft
Reform, only 1% of dog thefts in recent years have resulted in a
prosecution.

Research from pet insurers found that reported dog thefts increased
by a fifth in 2020, with an estimated 2,438 dogs reported stolen to
police across the UK. In March this year, the charity DogLost, which
helps victims of dog theft, reported a 170% increase in cases, with
172 dogs reported stolen in 2019 and 465 in 2020.

In particular, prices for the most popular breeds of dog, such as
French bulldogs and spaniels, have increased significantly compared
to their pre-pandemic levels.

According to Dogs Trust, prices for the UK’s five most sought-after
breeds rose sharply during the first lockdown, in some cases by as
much as 89%, with some animals now worth more than £6,000.

Police have advised owners to avoid leaving their dog unattended,
to vary their walking routines and to check locks on garden gates
and doors.

(Story source: The Guardian)

You fit the animal into your lifestyle but you’re still meeting the needs
of the animal – it requires quite a big change for everyone.”

As for Koi, Small said he would be placed into a foster home “to give
him the time that he needs to learn how to be in a home”.

She encouraged people thinking about adopting pets to consider
fostering an animal first.

(Story source: The Guardian)

Koi, a seven-year-old male labrador, was returned to the Melbourne
shelter one day after being adopted into a new family. He had been
surrendered for adoption to the shelter in Cranbourne this year after
his owner died.

“He spent a lot of time vocalising, barking, whining and being a bit
unsettled, so the people that had adopted him couldn’t cope and
returned him 24 hours after they took him home,” said the shelter’s
supervisor, Allie Small.

Koi is one of many pets returned to Lost Dog Home shelters in North
Melbourne and Cranbourne.

The number of adopted pets returned by their new owners rose by
a third in a month, after a 30% increase between June and July.
While 481 pets were adopted in July, 30 pets were returned, some
within hours, days or weeks of being adopted.

The number of people inquiring online about how to surrender their
pets also grew, by 46%.

Small said she was seeing a lot of animals returned within 24 to 72
hours because people did not know how to cope with their new pet’s
behaviour.

“Instead of reaching out to us and trying to get some assistance,
and get some advice from our behaviour team or our veterinary
team, they’re just kind of giving up,” she said.

The data showed the amount of people inquiring about how to
access pet behaviour training has fallen by half.

Small said many people were adopting animals after seeing friends
or family with new pets, without realising they were not ready for
the challenge.

“They’re not taking into consideration the amount of time and effort
it takes to integrate a new animal into your home,” she said.
“Adopting a pet can be exciting, it can be fun, but it’s not a game.
It’s not a social media photo opportunity. “It’s a lifetime commitment
and one we expect people to honour. If you are having trouble with
your pet there is help. Just reach out.”

It could take between three weeks and three months to settle a
rescue pet into a new home, Small said. “That’s three weeks to three
months of really hard work to make sure that your animal
understands its new routine.



French Bulldog, Dachshund and Pug 
Top locations: Cromer, Ilfracombe, 
and Brixham

George says: ‘These breeds can be active in short bursts, but
soon get overheated in warm weather so need plenty of rest
periods to cool down. That being said, they don’t enjoy going out
in the rain. ‘Walking one to two miles a day is sufficient, and due
to their short legs, flat ground is easier and accessible in Cromer,
Ilfracombe and Brixham. They’re not one for pubs though - so
be prepared for lots of cosy, quiet nights in!’

Cocker Spaniel, Springer Spaniel and Vizsla 
Top locations: Bideford, Perranporth 
and Llandudno

George says: ‘These breeds are very energetic and love exercise
and racing around outdoors. They are good natured with
other dogs and happy in busy places, but need to be well
exercised. ‘With plenty of long trails offering wide open spaces
in Bideford, Perranporth and Llandudno, they make for the
perfect staycation spots for Cocker and Springer Spaniel as well
as Vizslas.’

Staffordshire Bull Terrier and Border Terrier
Top locations: Staithes, Seahouses 
and Aberystwyth

George says: ‘These are very active outdoor breeds and they are
extremely tough. They can interact nicely with well behaved dogs
but will not tolerate being challenged so would prefer being
outside than relaxing in a dog-friendly pub.” ‘As these breeds
prefer time outside, the top locations offer some walks with
added extras. For example, you can visit Aberystwyth Castle with
a two mile walk along the promenade before heading for the
coastline.’

Boxer and German Shorthaired Pointer 
Top locations: Rye, Perranporth, Whitstable

George says: ‘These breeds are active dogs that like the outdoors
but can differ in their preferences towards water. Adaptable to
any terrain as well as busy places, they will take long walks when
they’re healthy.” ‘The bustling towns of Rye, Perranporth and
Whitstable are great options for Boxers and German Shorthaired
Pointers. Comfortable among the buzz, they will also enjoy a
stroll along the cobbled streets.’

German Shepherd and Rottweiler 
Top locations: Seahouses, Staithes and Filey

George says: ‘These are outdoor breeds that enjoy activity over
any terrain and will happily take up to three, three mile walks a
day depending on age and fitness - so plenty of good walks are
a must!

‘They also enjoy a paddle, so accessible beaches and coves will
be a hit. Many are often happier with a quieter place as males
especially will often not shirt a challenge from other dogs.
‘The coastal villages of Seahouses, Staithes and Filey offer both
the opportunity to enjoy the sea and sand as well as the varied
hiking and walking terrain. If you adventure over to Seahouses,
check out Bamburgh Beach for a view of the castle and fun
exploring the dunes.’

Beagle Top locations: Aberystwyth, Bridport,
Beadnell

George says: ‘Beagles will walk more than the average person
might usually enjoy, but they aren’t keen on water and would
rather be running around and barking in wide open spaces.
‘They can easily cover five miles without breaking a sweat.
They’re great with other dogs and not bothered by busy places,
so will enjoy a good dog-friendly pub or two. ‘As you’ll no doubt
be on plenty of walks with your Beagle, make sure you take in
the historic sites of the top locations too. Bridport’s green walk
and sculpture trail links to open areas of greenery as you visit
each sculpture.’

Shih Tzu and King Charles Cavalier 
Top locations: Bude, Newquay, Looe

George says: ‘These dogs like the quieter side of life and will
enjoy a stroll, but are also happy indoors. Due to their shorter
legs, they prefer flatter terrain and don’t enjoy getting their hair
wet too much so will likely stay on land. ‘Shih Tzu’s and King
Charles Cavaliers will appreciate the typically warmer weather in
the top locations as well as the option to walk through the lanes
of the seaside towns. ‘They often love long car journeys so you
can go a little further afield, but regular water stops are still
needed.’

Whippet and any running dog 
Top locations: Whitstable, Cromer, St Ives

George says: ‘These dogs like the outdoors but only in good
weather. Preferring short bursts of activity followed by a rest,
open spaces like beaches or hills are perfect for their twenty
minutes of activity a couple of times a day. ‘These breeds tend
to steer clear of water and can be picky about the other dogs they
associate with but do well in busier places. ‘The well-loved
seaside town of St.Ives offers more than just it’s beautiful
beaches, the busy town centre offers plenty of great shopping
and dining options that Whippets and running dogs will be well
suited to.’

He added that it’s important to keep your dog’s personal
temperament in mind when choosing a holiday, as well as their
exercise needs and how they deal with stress. Ensure you never
leave your dog off-lead if they could be dangerous or hurt
themselves, and make sure they’re microchipped and have your
contact details on their collar.

(Article source: Metro)18 19
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Many people this year are choosing to stay in the UK for their
summer break as a result, which also means we have the benefit
of bringing our pets along if we fancy too.

For example, pet-inclusive UK holiday rental company,
Dog Friendly Cottages, reported a 415% increase in bookings this
spring compared to the same period in 2019.

Since we’re all staycationing with our furry friends, they’ve
partnered with top dog psychologist George Barrett, to find out
the pawfect staycation destinations for your pooch, according to
their breed.

Whether you’ve got a lapdog or an exercise-loving mountain dog,
there’s something here for everyone.

Labrador Retriever and Golden Retriever
Top locations: Padstow, St Ives, 
and Newquay

George says: ‘Both breeds are going to love destinations with
coves and beaches where they can run in and out of the water
and splash around, as well as local dog-friendly bars and cafes
where they can socialise with other dogs.

‘For the best combination of sand, sea and coves, make sure you
have Hawker’s and Harbour Cove on your list to take your
Labrador or Golden Retriever!’

Doggy Staycations: The best dog-
friendly summer breaks for you
based on your pup’s breed
With new countries going on to quarantine lists every day, going abroad
on holiday is a risky game.
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Changing working patterns or shifts, our days
off work and much more all factor in too! 

All of this means that while it would be wholly unrealistic for most
dog owners to be able to set an on-the-dot routine that carries
throughout the year when it comes to dog walks, you should do
the best you can with this. 

This means ensuring your dog gets the same length of walk each
day and as close to a fixed time as you can, even if at times you
have to adjust the routine.

This article will explain why dogs need a routine for their walks,
what this routine should consist of, why you might need to adjust
it at times, and how to adjust your dog’s walking routine without
upset. Read on to learn more.

Why is a routine for walks important 
for dogs? 

Every dog has different requirements when it comes to exercise,
but there is a certain amount of exercise that every dog needs
each day. If a dog doesn’t get this amount of exercise on any
given day, they’re apt to become anxious, act out, and become
quite hard work to deal with.

This is both because they won’t have had the chance they need
to work off their excess energy levels, and because of the
uncertainty and insecurity that comes when a dog doesn’t know
if, or if at all, their need to exercise will be met.

A routine of reliable walks will help to keep your dog feeling
secure and stable, making them easier to handle and helping to
prevent behavioural problems. 

What should I factor into my dog’s walking
routine? 

Your dog should be able to tell with reasonable certainty when
they’re going to be walked, and for how long. This means that
you should walk them at around the same time each day, and
make each walk reasonably consistent in terms of the minimum
length of it and the level of activity this entails.

If your dog is walked more than once, this may mean one longer
or more energetic walk and a shorter or more sedentary one, but
if possible, try to keep this consistent too.

For instance, if your dog is used to a long or energetic morning
walk and one day you cut this very short, they’re likely to be
something of a pain for the rest of the day and also, if this
happens a lot, insecure about when their need for exercise each
day will be met.

Can I add and vary walks? 

You can definitely add an additional walk or trip out to your dog’s
normal routine, and of course, switch up where you go and what
you do. Bear in mind though that your dog should still be able to
rely on their fixed, regular walks as well as additional fun or
bonus walks too.

How to adjust a dog’s walking routine
without upset

If you need to adjust your dog’s walking routine - perhaps in
terms of the time you take them, how long a specific walk is, or
to add a walk or perhaps remove one and extend another, it is
important to make this adjustment gradually. 

Work out what you need to change, and don’t do this all of a
sudden - for instance, on the run-up to the clocks going back or
forwards, adjust the walk time by a few minutes each day, so that
on the day that the clocks do actually change, your dog isn’t
suddenly an hour out of whack and very confused by this.

(Article source: Pets 4 Homes)
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It is also important because a dog that has a routine and so, feels
secure is far less likely to develop behavioural problems or act
out.
When it comes to walks, this is one of the key cornerstones in
your dog’s life that they should come to rely on; one of the key
needs that must be met reliably, along with things like feeding
times and knowing how long they might be left alone for.

However, for the vast majority of dog owners if would be virtually
impossible to walk their dogs at exactly the same time of day
every single day every day of the year, unless these walks are
always very early in the morning. This is because most of us
undergo some changes to our own routines throughout the year,
for instance, if we have children, to accommodate for the school
holidays.

Routine is best: Why dogs need a
routine for their walks, and how to
adjust this without upset
Dogs that have a set routine that they come to learn and rely on are
dogs that feel settled and secure in their own lives.



Please help us rescue and care for
vulnerable hedgehogs - Britain’s
favourite mammal
A shocking study has revealed that 
hedgehogs are rapidly vanishing from 
our countryside, with numbers HALVED
in the last 20 years.
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I am delighted to tell you that Britain’s hedgehog has won favourite
mammal in a UK poll.

The UK’s only spiny mammal won with 35.9% of the 5,000 votes,
more than double that of the Red Fox, who came in second place
with 15.4%. The Red Squirrel came third with 11.4%, out of a
shortlist of 10 charismatic UK mammals.

Unfortunately, hedgehogs are rapidly vanishing from our
countryside as numbers have HALVED in the last 20 years, a
shocking study has revealed.

Henry Johnson, hedgehog officer, People’s Trust for Endangered
Species (PTES) said:

“We Brits seem to love hedgehogs for a whole range of reasons,
including their cute appearance, their role as slug controllers and
the way they have colonised our gardens with such aplomb. This
is why it is so sad to see them decline, with one in three lost since
the millennium.”

Threats to hedgehogs come mostly from us. In rural areas, our
farmland increasingly lacks the diversity of habitats hedgehogs
need and the invertebrates they feed on. In towns and cities green
spaces are lost to development, paved over or increasingly
fragmented. Hedgehogs are also very prone to road traffic
accidents.

This is why we have launched this special Annual Appeal to protect
Britain’s favourite mammal.

At Hedgehog Rescue Rehabilitation and Care Centre we respond
immediately to rescue injured hedgehogs. A vet is called in straight
away and the hedgehogs are monitored and cared for. Once fit
and well they are released back into the wild.

Hedgehog Rescue is now conducting its Annual Appeal. Only by
continuing our huge effort and long-life commitment can we give
these wonderful animals a safe, happy and contented life.

We care for many hedgehogs here at our rehabilitation
centre. Hedgehogs just like these:

‘Julie’

‘Julie’ (pictured left) came in last Autumn, quite
small, out in daylight and had ticks. She stayed a
few weeks, put on enough weight, and made a
full recovery. She was released back to her own
territory by the finder.

Baby Hedgehogs

These 2 hedgehogs came in as very small
babies and had stayed with us a few
weeks, gaining weight and giving us a
chance to sort out their health issues. They
had several ticks and needed worming.
When they were 100% ready, we released
them close to where they were found.

These hedgehogs are some of the lucky ones. Others are less
fortunate.

As a friend who knows what a wonder animals can be, I hope you
will support our Annual Appeal. Your kind gift will help us rescue
and care for many more vulnerable hedgehogs - Britain’s favourite
mammal.

To donate to Hedgehog Rescue, go to:
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/hedgehogrescue 
or write to: Raisemore, Unit 1, Alton Road Industrial Estate,
Ross-on-Wye HR9 5NB

Registered Charity No: 1126812 (England & Wales) 
Registered Charity No: SCO47720 (Scotland)


